Seminar
Industrial Pollution Control

JICA Alumni
Asociacioni i Kosovës

To set up objectives, JAAK, on 25 March 2010, in
the restaurant FRESKIJA, in Pristina, organized a
seminar; Industrial Pollution Control.
The aim of this seminar has been conducting the
experiences of participants trained in Japan, regarding the Industrial Pollution Control.
The seminar was attended by representatives of the
Ministry of Environment and Spatial Planning, the
representatives of JICA, Mr. Mori, JICA consultant
and representatives of private and public industries.
JAAK president Mrs. Nezakete Hakaj, had presentation for experiences take from Japan; how Japan
has managed to reduce environmental pollution,
Environmental Management System applied by
the industries of Japan
and how she convey
them experience in Kosovo.
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Mr. Naser Balaj, JAAK
member, officer of MESP,
presented

experiences

gained during training in
Japan, with a focus on
protection of air quality, air quality situation in
Kosovo

and

local

legislation.

Mr. Naim Alidema, officer for industrial pollution
control of MESP, presented the legal framework
and mechanisms for controlling industrial pollu-

Climate change is one of the
most urgent crises facing the
ëorld. JICA spearheads Japan's
activities ëith a series of projects across the ëorld, from the
use of satellite technology to
the creation of ëind farms in Af-

tion. To be informed by way of pollution control in
its industry, Prof. Dr. Agron Veliu, manager of environmental in Feronickel company, gave a presentation on Environmental Management System at
this company.
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Together with JICA
and Bombing Scene, their analyses
To convey the experience obtained from training
in Japan, followed by various institution members of the Republic of Kosovo, JAAK on 11th
February 2009 in Prishtina, organized the first
workshop; Investigation of Explosions and
Bombing Scene, their analyses.
Participation in a Regional meeting of JICA

Region Associations

Regional meeting of JICA alumni Balkans

Seminar- Investigation of Explosions

alumni Balkans, the Balkan region, held on
29 and 30 October 2009 in Tirana.

The aim of the meeting was to exchange experiences of JICA Alumni Associations member states of the Balkans and the formation
of working groups on various areas, important to developing member countries and
discussion of plans for future activities.
At this meeting JAAK as newest Association,
was represented by the Secretary of thanks,
Mr. Halit Xhema and board member Mr. Hasan productions.
To enhance regional cooperation, at the close
of the meeting was set common goals, plans
and activities to be pursued, along with their
distinct activities.

Presentations were made
by Sokol Dedaj, Kosovo
Police officer and former JICA trainee.
Objective of this seminar has been recognized
with types and techniques and specific cases of
explosion. The seminar was attended by 33 participants from relevant institutions of Kosovo;
from among the police of the Republic of Kosovo,
Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Environment
and Spatial Planning and the representatives of
JICA, who welcomed an opportunity to present
words.
Presentations made high interest stimulated by
the participants, who were associated with numerous questions and discussions. At the end of
the workshop were raised conclusions that flow
from its participant.

JICA cooperation with the Republic of Kosovo Institutions
When the bilateral collaboration between Japan Government and Kosovo Government
were established, it was agreed that Japan
will support Kosovo in two fields, in Human
Resource Development and Environmental
Protection.
In this context, representatives of the Japanese International Cooperation Agency (JICA),
conducted a series of meetings with various
institutions of Kosovo, to be familiar with the
situation and problems of these fields.

Environmental issues will be on the
agenda of the Japanese International Cooperation Agency
On 2.02.2010, a meeting was held with the
Minister of the Ministry of Environment and
Spatial Planning, Mr. Mahir Yagcilar, who
presented the priorities for improving the environmental situation and thanks Mrs. Yasuda for the visit and the willingness to offer
their support and assistance.
Mrs. Yasuda said, "Our goal is to offer assistance in the field of environment, thus helping from Japanese International Cooperation
Agency (JICA), will not be absent but would
only intensify each time more and more"

